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More reviews, clear insights, attract top talent.
Schedule your first campaign to get you started

Run the survey periodically to keep your 
Company Page up-to-date and view trends
Your company’s reviews and content will stay up-to-date and help position your 
company page higher on search engines. Improve your talent attraction, gain 
insight to your company, and boost your SEO ranking with Indeed Insider.

Send our free survey

STEP 7

Your reviews go live
If you choose to publish, your new reviews will appear on your Company Page. 
Reviews from employees with company email addresses even get a "Verified" 
checkmark. Each review will be subject to the high standards of our moderation 
team, so you can be confident that no sensitive or offensive material ends up on 
the web.

STEP 6

You make the decision to publish your reviews
You have complete control over whether or not all of your results are made 
public. There is no risk in using Indeed Insider and we help keep any 
unexpected results from going live.

STEP 5

Review a detailed report of the results
Indeed collects, aggregates, and masks responses, and provides you with a 
data-rich dashboard and report. Learn what makes your company special and 
identify ways to improve the overall employee experience at your company.

STEP 4

Your employees take the survey
The survey makes it clear that Indeed takes your employees’ privacy seriously 
and names and emails will be hidden from you, the employer. This allows you to 
collect honest and authentic feedback, while capturing an accurate picture of 
your company's current culture.

STEP 3

Preview and send your survey
Our short engagement survey focuses on five key areas of work-life and 
employee satisfaction. When providing emails, Indeed will take care of the 
survey delivery for you or you can use a unique link to share with your 
employees via email, text, or flier.

STEP 2

Create your first employee survey
You can import employee emails or create a sharable survey link. These surveys 
feature a testimonial section where your employee can write a short review 
about working at your company.

STEP 1

Product Walkthrough
Discover and share you company’s authentic culture with employee surveys.

Send our free surveyinsider beta


